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In the years after World War I, the University of North Carolina (UNC) transformed itself from a respectable, but provincial, academic institution to a true research university, becoming in 1922 only the second university in the South to be admitted to the Association of American Universities.​[1]​ The development of the library was part of that transformation, and the dedication of a new library building on October 19, 1929 can be seen as the symbolic high-water mark of a period of growth and maturation for the university. On that sunny Saturday in Chapel Hill, the university band led a group of dignitaries, alumni, and well-wishers into Memorial Hall for a program officially dedicating the new library. University president Harry Woodburn Chase presided. North Carolina governor O. Max Gardner presented the building to the university; John Sprunt Hill, chairman of the trustee building committee and a long-time library supporter, accepted it. Andrew Keogh, Yale University librarian and American Library Association president, delivered the dedication address.

In his remarks, Governor Gardner singled out Louis Round Wilson for special praise. The new building was "more than a mere structure of stone and steel . . . more than an impersonal project." Rather, it was "touched and ennobled by the dreams and sacrifice and devotion of a very great man—Dr. Louis R. Wilson."​[2]​ For Wilson, librarian at UNC since 1901, this was the second library dedicated on his watch. The first building, opened in 1907, was built with funds from Andrew Carnegie. That structure, opened when the library collection numbered 40,000 volumes and the student body 700, was inadequate for the growth that the university experienced after World War I.  For most of the 1920s Wilson campaigned for a new building—one that would not only hold more volumes but one that would also aid UNC in its pursuit of national distinction. Wilson and Chase shared a desire to make UNC the intellectual citadel of the South—a university with national stature. The library had its part in that. Chase believed that a modern university library was an essential tool for scholars, vital to the education of the state's youth, and a key element in the university's campaign to become "a great educational institution on Southern soil with national standards."​[3]​ 
After the day’s football game, visitors toured the new library. The library was the largest and most expensive building on the campus, occupying the south end of a large quadrangle and anchoring a section of campus developed during UNC's post World War I expansion. The library was an imposing and majestic structure, 208 feet wide and 85 feet high, faced with limestone and topped with a dome. Its late Beaux-Arts style was in contrast to the other structures around it which were brick and Colonial Revival in style. Wilson had developed the initial plan for the building in 1925-26. After state funding of $625,000 was secured, the university's architects, the Chapel Hill firm of Nash and Atwood, drew up the plans. The New York firm of McKim, Mead, and White served as consulting architects; William Mitchell Kendall of that firm is thought to be responsible for some of the graceful interior flourishes, as well as the dome.​[4]​ 
As beautiful and impressive as the library was, it was less than Wilson hoped it would be and less than met the eye. Wilson's initial plan called for a large central structure with two wings. The cost for such a structure was out of reach, so the wings were dropped with the understanding that they could be added at a later date. As it was built, the library had nine stack levels which, when equipped, could hold 450,000 volumes. However, at the building's opening, only five levels of the stacks were equipped, so that it held just 300,000 volumes. This economy, along with others, would plague the library and its users in the years to come. In his remarks at the dedication, Wilson chose not to focus on the building but on the gifts that would allow the library to fulfill its mission. These gifts—manuscripts and printed materials and $146,000 from individuals and foundations—would figure in the story of the library during the depression years.
The dedication ceremony occurred just a week before the stock market crash. The depression that soon settled over the nation hindered the growth of the university for at least a decade. The library suffered a setback too, one easily measured by declines in state funding, numbers of books purchased, and other metrics. But the achievements celebrated on that October day, along with private support and actions by library staff, mitigated the damage. In an unbalanced and imperfect way, the library held to its vision of becoming of "a great national library in the South"​[5]​ through the hard years of the Great Depression.

A Library for a Modern University

The opening of the new building marked the end of a three-decade transition from a college library to one suited to serve a modern university. The transformation began in 1901, when Louis Round Wilson, a UNC graduate of the class of 1899, became the librarian. In his three decades as librarian, Wilson moved the library toward a model of a “working efficient modern instrument, which stimulated and vitalized every part of the University’s endeavor.”​[6]​  During those years he worked closely with three forward-thinking UNC presidents, Francis Venable, Edward Kidder Graham, and Harry Woodburn Chase, each of whom presided over changes that would bring national prominence to the university. These leaders recognized the role of the research library in attracting outstanding students and faculty. With their support, Wilson increased book funds and endowments, enlarged the library’s book collection, began building specialized collections, and raised circulation numbers. He increased the size and professionalization of the staff and centralized administrative control of library resources. Perhaps most significantly, he established the library as an essential component of the university’s mission.
President Harry W. Chase (1919-30) led UNC through an unprecedented physical and curricular expansion in the 1920s. Wilson acted as an advisor to Chase, as he had to previous presidents, making recommendations on a number of issues related to university expansion.​[7]​ Both men believed that the state had not supplied the funds necessary to meet their goals for the university. In 1920 Wilson suggested a fundraising campaign for public and private support of improvements for UNC and other institutions. This campaign led to a $20 million bond issue for state institutions. The issue passed in 1927, and the university received $5,424,000. By the end of the decade, the university enrolled 3,000 students in a greatly enlarged campus with a new library, dormitories, classrooms, laboratories, expanded graduate programs, and a larger faculty.  
The librarian’s annual reports indicate that the library benefited from the expansion of the university during the post-World War I years.​[8]​ Although funding was never adequate to meet all the needs of a growing library, library expenditures increased from $34,064 in 1919-20 to $117,519 in 1929-30. The collection grew substantially. At the beginning of the decade the library held 93,914 volumes; ten years later the number was 219,814. One of the most noteworthy acquisitions in the immediate post war years was the Stephen B. Weeks Collection of 10,000 pieces of North Caroliniana. This $20,000 purchase was possible only because payment could be made over several years, a sign that funding was better than in the past, but still not abundant. Despite the growth in collections and the “provision of an adequate building,” Wilson knew that there was much work to be done in the coming decade, and he worried about continued support for the library. The UNC library could become a great national library in the South only with a combination of sufficient state support and generous private endowments. The Great Depression would deprive the library of one of these.

Hard Realities of the Depression Years

North Carolina, not a wealthy state, was ill prepared for the economic crisis of the 1930s. The economy of the state was a mixed one, with both a large agricultural sector and a significant industrial component. Both sectors were in trouble. The state’s two main cash crops, cotton and tobacco, were overproduced and subject to the vagaries of the world market. Cotton prices declined from a high of $20.90 per ton in 1919 to a low of $6.20 per ton in 1932, well under the cost of production. Tobacco prices dropped sharply at the start of the Depression moving from $20.70 per pound in 1927 to $8.20 per pound in 1931.​[9]​ Agricultural communities, especially in the eastern part of the state, were devastated by the drop in farmers’ incomes. Agricultural suppliers, shops, bankers, and local governments that relied on property taxes all suffered. Small banks serving agricultural areas began to fail, creating economic disaster for entire communities.
Towns and cities dependent on industry fared somewhat better, depending on the type of plants in the area. North Carolina’s textile industry was guilty of the same sin as its agricultural sector: overproduction. The many small manufacturers refused to cut production even as prices dropped. The value of cotton textiles in the state declined 40% between 1929 and 1933. It was a similar story for the furniture industry, whose output dropped from $53.6 million in 1929 to $26.6 million in 1933.​[10]​ Towns with large tobacco manufacturing facilities suffered less because the large tobacco corporations in the state were skillful at manipulating both producers and customers and remained profitable all through the 1930s.




State funding to the university plummeted from $894,379 in the 1928/29 fiscal year to a low of $386,570 in 1933/34.​[12]​ This was a drop of over 56% in five years. During this same period, faculty saw their salaries reduced in a dizzying mix of permanent and temporary cuts: a permanent 10% reduction in 1931 was followed by temporary cuts of 20% and 15% the next year. By 1933 the reductions totaled 32%. State and university leaders took practical measures to address severe budget cuts early in the Depression. In 1931, the General Assembly passed an act to consolidate the administrative and academic functions of the Chapel Hill campus with those of North Carolina State College in Raleigh and the North Carolina College for Women in Greensboro. The consolidation addressed the duplication of operations and programs, and brought lasting benefits in reduction of expenses for the universities, the state, and taxpayers. Frank Porter Graham was elected to lead the Consolidated University System in November 1932. Graham provided strong leadership, continuously advocating for the university to elected officials at the state capital and to citizens around the state. The university also made use of federal government relief programs, which allowed students to stay enrolled, and public works funding, which enabled campuses to expand during the downturn.​[13]​ 
The library followed the pattern set by the university. Just as Graham advocated for the university, Wilson kept alumni aware of the library’s needs through a library page in the Alumni Review, a publication he edited from 1912 to 1924. Wilson and his successors used federal relief programs and cooperative relationships to compensate for a decline in state support. These measures, combined with gifts and endowments, staff initiatives, and the material and symbolic value of the new building, allowed the library to maintain its status as a research library, albeit not the “great national library in the South” that Wilson and Chase envisioned. 

Building of Symbolic and Practical Value

Speaking at the 75th anniversary of Wilson Library,​[14]​ Joe A. Hewitt, University Librarian from 1993 to 2004, expressed his belief that the opening of the new building “helped keep the hope alive that we would, ultimately, be a great library in spite of the hardships we faced then.”​[15]​  In his 1929-30 report, Wilson noted the advantages of the extra space the new building provided: “There has been a distinct advance in the efficiency of all operations of the Library …. At the head of these should be the mutual benefits resulting from the merging of the libraries of the schools of Education and Commerce, and the Department of Rural Social-Economics, with the general Library.” Although the new structure did not eliminate the existence of departmental libraries in other locations, “materials hitherto widely scattered over the campus have been brought under one roof and a happy coordination of functions has been effected.” For the first time, the catalog, reference, circulation, and periodical departments were “housed and coordinated in a program of service intended for undergraduates, graduates, and faculty under appropriate physical conditions.”​[16]​ An article in the December 1935 issue of the Alumni Review promoted the pleasant environment of the library, comparing the interior of the building to earlier libraries, noting “fresh clean air and light is present rather than the cloistered, murky atmosphere of uninviting chambers.” ​[17]​




Wilson believed that the library needed to build specialized collections to bring distinction to the university and to differentiate its work from that of other institutions. Through the years he stressed the importance of this type of collecting, explaining “that in the public mind it would sometimes seem that universities are rated by their football teams, but to the scholar they are often rated by their special collections of books and their zeal in adding to them.”​[20]​ The three great special collections for which UNC would be known were in place at the start of the Depression, but two were in their infancy. In the early 1900s, with financial support from John Sprunt Hill, the library formally began collecting materials about North Carolina. In 1917 Mary Thornton was appointed as the North Carolina Collection’s (NCC) first librarian. A short time later the library negotiated the purchase of the Weeks Collection, a resource that Wilson felt he had a “special responsibility” to obtain for the university and the state.​[21]​ Hill’s continual support enabled the NCC to grow during the Depression. His most spectacular gift came in 1935 when he donated the Carolina Inn, a hotel at the edge of campus, to the university, with the stipulation that inn’s net income go to support the library, particularly the acquisition of North Carolina materials. 
The Hanes Foundation for the Study of the Origin and Development of the Book was established in 1929 with a gift of $30,000 from the children of John Wesley and Anna Hodgin Hanes of Winston-Salem. This gift provided the financial foundation for what is today the Rare Book Collection (RBC). The initial purchase with Hanes funds was a collection of 360 incunabula from Aaron Burtis Hunter of Raleigh. The librarian’s annual reports from the 1930s contain a steady record of gifts and purchases that enhanced the collection: additional incunabula, medieval manuscripts, examples of fine bindings, and volumes from contemporary small presses, along with papyruses, clay tablets, and quipues. These materials were used by faculty and students in the departments of English, Classics, German, and Romance Languages and were useful teaching tools for the School of Library Science. The library mounted several exhibits of these rare materials in the 1930s, providing the opportunity for North Carolinians, distant from the great libraries of the world, to see this type of material. 




In 1932 Wilson announced his decision to leave UNC to accept the position of dean of the Graduate Library School at the University of Chicago, a position he had first been offered in 1926. In his years at UNC, Wilson held the positions of librarian, faculty member, editor of the Alumni Review, and director of the university press and the library school. Robert Bingham Downs succeeded Wilson as university librarian. Downs, a UNC graduate, class of 1926, began his professional career at the New York Public Library, before serving as library director at Colby College. Wilson prevailed upon Downs to return to Chapel Hill in 1931, and in 1933 Downs was appointed as Wilson's replacement. Downs later facetiously explained his selection during the meager budget years of the Depression, “I think [the administration] finally turned to me because they could afford me.”​[22]​ A capable leader during the leanest of times, Downs stayed at the UNC until 1938 when he left to lead the library at New York University. 

Growing the Collection through Grants, Gifts, and Exchanges

When the new library building opened in the fall of 1929, the library collection was 211,961 volumes. By the end of 1942, the collection had reached 419,797, almost double in size. This growth was remarkable given that funds for materials varied wildly during this period and that the book fund declined from $32,200 in 1928 to $12,500 two years later.​[23]​ Funding improved later, but for most of the late 1930s state funding for collections held steady at $25,500 a year.​[24]​  Grants from foundations, gifts from individuals, and exchanges were responsible for the growth.  
One of the most important grants came early: $30,000 from the General Education Board (GEB) to purchase “bibliographical aids.” Wilson’s happiness with the GEB grant is evident in his annual report for 1931-32: "The importance of this gift can scarcely be overestimated. It will give the Library a front-rank position among university libraries of the country in bibliographical resources and enable the Library to build up the fundamental tools for a great graduate school." ​[25]​ With advice from a faculty committee, the library acquired bibliographies, printed book catalogs, large reference sets, and printed cards from major research libraries such as John Crerar and Harvard University. As the grant ended, Wilson’s successor, Robert Downs, reported “It would be difficult to overestimate the stimulus and encouragement the Bibliographical Aids Fund has given to advance study. … Various departments have reported that they are undertaking research problems that would not have been practical without this equipment.”​[26]​ In 1935 UNC shared a $50,000 grant from GEB with Duke University. The grant allowed the two libraries to cooperatively increase their holdings in Southern Americana, English literature and the biological, physical, and social sciences. UNC received several smaller grants during the 1930s which focused on specific subjects or needs. For example, in 1935 the library received a grant of $1,500 from the North Carolina Division of Cooperative Extension and Race Relations to purchase materials on African American life and race relations. 
Gifts of money and materials in a wide range of fields were announced at the building's dedication and were followed by other donations from faculty, alumni, and other supporters throughout the 1930s. Notable Depression era acquisitions and gifts included 5,000 American plays, a large collection of Latin American literature, and 700 volumes from the law libraries of two North Carolina judges. Supporters also provided funding for the purchase of collections.  A $5,000 fund was established in honor of the university’s founder, William Richardson Davie, and John Sprunt Hill made a $6,000 addition to the fund for collecting North Caroliniana. To encourage more gifts, a friends of the library group was established on May 27, 1932, with Hill as president and Wilson as secretary. All of the initial forty-four members were individuals who had already made substantial contributions to the library. Hill paid the salary of a staff person who kept in touch with members, stimulating more gifts. 
The exchange of materials with other research libraries also contributed to the growth of the library's holdings. The library's exchange relationships with the Library of Congress, universities such as Yale, Chicago and Duke, and a number of foreign universities enabled it to receive new materials in many subject areas and to dispose of duplicate books, pamphlets, and newspapers. The library's unneeded materials on the South were of special interest to exchange partners.​[27]​ Initial success early in the Depression encouraged staff to seek more exchange partners; the librarian's report for 1932-33 noted that over 350 institutions and organizations were approached, including many foreign institutions.​[28]​ 
In 1933, the state legislature aided the library's exchange program by passing legislation that required the state to give the UNC library twenty-five copies of every state publication. A 1935 law mandated the state to provide the library with fifteen sets of the North Carolina Supreme Court Reports to use for exchange. As a result of these laws, the library received almost 55,000 items to use for exchange,​[29]​ which fueled the increase in exchanges from 417 in fiscal year 1928-29 to 2,877 in 1937-38. Between 1928 and 1941, 36% of the growth in the collection came from exchanges and gifts. (See Chart 1)
These legislative mandates also helped build the library's holdings of state and federal documents. This collection, modest when the new building opened in 1929, grew in size and importance during the 1930s. In 1930 the Social Science Research Council identified the UNC library as the center for the collection and preservation of public documents originating in the state. Within the year, a large reading room on the main floor of the library was given over to the documents division and a librarian was placed in charge of the collection. In keeping with the cooperative spirit animating the library's relations with Duke University, that librarian and his successor worked with librarians at Duke to divide up responsibility for non-North Carolina documents, and the two universities sponsored a conference on public documents in the South in March 1934. The next year UNC became a depository for federal documents. Since reports of Congressional hearings did not come through the depository, staff contacted North Carolina's congressmen and senators to obtain them. These efforts resulted in phenomenal growth in the documents collections. In 1934 the library had less than 25,000 state documents; in July 1939 it housed more than 117,000. The federal documents collection experienced comparable growth.​[30]​ These documents would serve researchers both during the Depression and much later, becoming one of the collections for which the UNC library is known. 

Cooperation and Resource Sharing





Federal grants to states became available in 1933 with the creation of the Federal Emergency Relief Administration (FERA), one of the relief agencies of the New Deal. FERA programs provided paid employment to college students, and UNC received several of these grants. Student workers at the university were employed in a variety of occupations, from digging graves for medical school cadavers to tutoring freshman mathematics.​[33]​ The library employed hundreds of FERA workers to repair books, inventory the collection, list materials for exchange, file cards, shelve, and index newspapers.​[34]​ FERA workers also provided staffing for the circulation desk which enabled the library to increase hours of service and release the more experienced students for other work. After FERA was disbanded in 1935, students were hired through another relief agency, the National Youth Administration (NYA). The placement of federally funded workers, especially non-students hired through the Works Progress Administration (WPA), in the Southern Historical Collection made possible the processing of hundreds of manuscript collections and the compilation of a bibliography of Southern Americana with over 125,000 titles. WPA workers created the finding aids for the first collections in the SHC and inventories for printed ephemera in the RBC, some of which are still in use.

Staff Initiative and New Leadership

	The UNC library did more than just hang on during the lean years of the 1930s. The collections grew and services were added, and library employees deserve credit for the successes of this period. A number of staff had their hands in collection building. While the phenomenal growth of the documents collection was made possible by the 1933 and 1935 laws mandating that UNC receive state publications, the documents librarian, Wendell Smiley, was tireless in his pursuit of documents for the collection, personally canvassing state offices in Raleigh and giving faculty who were traveling to large libraries elsewhere desiderata lists. Many UNC librarians viewed contacts made at professional meeting as potential exchange partners. For example, connections made at a Special Libraries Association meeting by the Commerce Librarian, Guelda Elliott, resulted in the addition of useful materials to that library.​[35]​ Getting the most for each dollar spent became part of the staff ethos. In 1934 Order Librarian Cornelia Love proudly reported in Library Journal that she was able to save $121.17 on replacement books by sending a desiderata list to secondhand booksellers in this country and England. The article details the amount of work required to yield what now seems such a modest savings.​[36]​   
As other campus units faltered in the Depression, the library took them over. In 1933, after the budget of the University Extension Division (UED) was drastically reduced, the Library Extension Service, which had been part of the UED, became a unit of the library. The work of the service—providing study guides, references services, and books to women's clubs, high school groups, public libraries, and individuals—continued. Printing extension bulletins and buying books for this service cost money, but the library was able to offset these costs using revenue from publication sales, rental fees, and overdue fines. In 1935 the library took over management of the Bull’s Head Bookshop, which had moved into the building in 1932. This arrangement benefited both parties. The bookshop supplied the demand for the latest popular fiction and nonfiction, books that the library did not purchase in this period of austerity. Together, the library and the bookshop hosted teas and author readings, which brought community members to campus and encouraged students to develop a taste for good literature. Materials for the Bull's Head were ordered through the library's acquisition department, but proceeds from sales and rentals went back into the shop, so that on paper the shop was self-supporting.
	In 1938 Downs was succeeded by Carl M. White, formerly librarian at Fisk University. 
Writing in 1960, Wilson praised the performance of both Downs and White. Wilson lauded Downs for his resourcefulness in building the collection through cooperation and exchanges and for the way he stabilized the library's operations and incorporated new responsibilities such as the Bull's Head bookshop. During his short tenure (1938-40), White would devote himself to documenting the "crippling limitations" imposed on the library by its meager budget and to making the case for improvements in the budget and the physical plant.​[37]​ 

Inadequacy of the Response





Wilson first proposed a new library building in his 1920-21 annual report. It was a long, hard fight—on campus, in the legislature, at the governor's office—to secure funding for the building that opened in 1929.​[39]​ Compromises were made throughout the process, and some of those compromises affected both staff and patrons throughout the next decade.   
The official capacity of the library at its opening was 300,000 volumes. That number was a third less than the absolute building maximum of capacity of 450,000​[40]​ because only five of the nine stack levels were equipped when the building opened. Given that the collection in 1929 was just under 220,000, stack space should not have been a problem during the 1930s. That was not the case. As early as 1933, Downs identified additional stack space as the library's "most imperative need."​[41]​ Almost every foot of shelving was being used, and constant shifting was required. Downs requested funding to equip the first and seventh tiers. Subsequent annual reports from Downs made the same request, and also revealed that of the five "equipped" stack levels, only three were fully fitted.​[42]​ The library did not receive money for additional stacks until early 1937. Shortly after that, Downs left UNC. His successor, Carl White, reported that equipping an additional stack level brought "temporary relief" but that within six months new accessions were being boxed or placed on the floors for lack of shelf space.​[43]​
Before he left, Downs advocated for building one of the two wings that were part of the original plan for the building. The estimated cost of a four story addition was $150,000, fully equipped.​[44]​ The wing would be used chiefly to relieve pressure for reading rooms and work rooms, and to create space for library related units such as the School of Library Science and the Bull's Head Bookshop that were housed in the library. A year later, White offered a more detailed justification for the new wing, citing the growth in the student body, the need for more carrels for graduate students, the space needs of the School of Library Science, the need for special rooms for maps, newspapers, rare books, and microphotography, and the phenomenal growth of the SHC. No other unit was "less satisfactorily accommodated" than the SHC; its "unique and priceless" records of Southern life were stored in boxes and could not be handled until the unit had more space.​[45]​ Campus leaders supported an addition to the library, but legislators did not. In 1941 the legislature turned down UNC's request for money for the addition, citing "the anticipated defense needs of the State and the Nation." The new library director Charles E. Rush was ready with his reply: "good books are as essential in war as in peace … in their absence we should be deprived of both the vision and the freedom which characterizes our American way of life."​[46]​  Stirring and true as that statement might be, it would be six years until the legislature appropriated funds for an addition and eleven years until the addition was occupied.
While insufficient space was the most obvious problem with the building, it was not the only one. For many students, inadequate lighting was a more pressing problem. When the library was planned, stack lighting received a good deal of study. In the end, 25-watt frosted lamps with white porcelain reflectors were selected. These, in concert with the glass floors between levels in the stack, were thought to "furnish a fairly even illumination … at a low initial cost."​[47]​ This was a mistaken economy. As one anonymous staff member noted about the stacks: "The lighting is so poor that at times finding a book is more by touch, general appearance and size than classification number!"​[48]​ 
Lighting in public areas was also inadequate. At the library's opening, the tables in the main reading room were equipped with just one light per table; additional lamps would be added as the student body and library use grew. By the late 1930s, the student body was 50% larger than it was in 1929 and library use had doubled; students could no longer avoid sitting at the parts of tables distant from the lamps.​[49]​ In 1937, the library made recommendations for additional lighting to the supervisor of the physical plant. The librarian's annual report for 1939-40 noted that the problem had been thoroughly investigated by the university’s assistant controller, and that it would cost $10,000 to fix all the lighting problems in the building.​[50]​ 




No staff members of the library were fired during the Depression, although two members of the Library Extension Service lost their jobs before that unit became part of the library. The size of the library staff remained at twenty-six through most of the Depression. One staff position was added in 1937. This relative stability in staff size is deceiving, for the work the staff needed to perform grew significantly in this period. UNC grew during the 1930s with the student body increasing from 3000 in 1929 to 4300 in 1940. Most significantly for the library, the number of graduate students more than doubled in the decade after the new library opened.​[55]​ Throughout the 1930s, successive university librarians asked for additional staff for the periodical, reference, and catalog departments, and for staff to work with the materials in the SHC. With the wholesale purchase of Library of Congress cards and the creation of a catalog with Duke and other research libraries in the state, the catalog department had more files to maintain. It also had more items to catalog as exchanges, foundation grants, and gifts boosted the number of volumes received each year to 15,000-20,000, numbers rarely achieved in the previous decade. Cataloging backlogs mushroomed; mention of those backlogs was a regular feature of the librarian’s annual report. By 1938, an estimated 30,782 volumes awaited cataloging. Downs reported that, piled one on top of each other, this stack of books would stand twice as high as the new bell tower behind the library.​[56]​ Some acquisitions required special attention. The incunabula and other materials purchased with Hanes Foundation funds required the time and skills of the most experienced staff. With the establishment of the SHC, the Library committed itself to the development of a major research collection on the South. Over two million items for the collection were acquired in the 1930s—all things that needed to be sorted, cleaned, processed, described, and housed. 
It was not until 1939 that the library received a significant number of new staff positions—three. Throughout the 1930s, the library depended upon WPA, FERA, and NYA workers to perform essential services; by 1938 the General College Library (the main reading room for undergraduates) was staffed entirely by NYA workers.​[57]​ This was far from an ideal situation—the library did not know how many temporary workers it would have it from year to year; librarians had to train a changing cast of temporary workers; and the library had little control over NYA employees’ attitudes and performance. In 1938, when the editor of the UNC Library News Sheet solicited "constructive criticism" from twenty faculty members, several criticized the behavior of NYA workers.​[58]​ The use of NYA students to carry on the routine work of the library also violated the spirit of NYA regulations and opened the university to criticism that the professional standards on display in the library did not measure up to the standards taught at the library school.​[59]​




The substantial grants given to the library during the Depression targeted special areas and types of materials. They could not be used for general purchases. The gift collections that the library received in the 1930s enriched a limited number of subject areas, chiefly in the humanities. Although technically a transfer rather than a gift, the library's geological holdings were substantially enhanced when 10,000 items from the North Carolina Economic and Geological Survey were sent to UNC in 1934-35. This was a rare instance of a gift collection in the sciences. Materials obtained through exchanges with other research libraries were likely varied in content, but no detailed accounting of what was received in this way has been made. The subject content of the documents collection is clearer, and the growth of the documents collection greatly expanded the library’s holdings for the social sciences and American history. 
But all this collection building was of scant use to the student vying with twenty classmates for an assigned text or to an undergraduate looking for leisure reading. Beginning in 1932, almost every annual report by the librarian noted the lack of funds for current book purchases. The absence of new books drove down circulation figures and created gaps in the collection that would have to be filled at greater expense at a later date. The funds for materials covered only periodicals, continuations, and binding, with little left for new books, replacements, or multiple copies to serve large classes. It was a state of affairs "that cannot be allowed to continue indefinitely without considerable injury to the library."​[62]​ 




The gaps in the collections caused by inadequate funding in the 1930s would be visible to librarians, scholars, and students over time. In most cases, it would be an individual who noticed the absence of a key text, or the thinness of the collection in a particular area. The discovery would be a private discovery, an individual's disappointment, and often the book or books could be obtained through interlibrary loan, or in better times, through retrospective purchase.  Of course, not all items could be acquired this way, and the story of the UNC library during the Great Depression would be incomplete without discussion of its most public and lasting disappointment, its failure to get the papers of Thomas Wolfe.
Soon after Thomas Wolfe (Class of 1920) died in 1938, members of the UNC community talked about acquiring his literary manuscripts. Paul Green (Class of 1921), Pulitzer-prize winning playwright and professor at the university, approached Maxwell Perkins, Wolfe's first editor and the executor of his estate, about the manuscripts in February 1939. The manuscript of Look Homeward, Angel was not part of the estate. Wolfe had given the manuscript to his muse and one-time lover, Aline Bernstein. Bernstein donated the manuscript to an auction held in February 1939 by the League of American Authors to benefit exiled European writers and members of the Abraham Lincoln Brigade. The Wolfe manuscript, purchased by a private collector, was the high item in the auction, selling for $1,700.  
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